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FREEDOM OF SPEECH

An eneDlY
of truth
The Ontario Human
Rights Commission
should be abolished.
By Rory Leishman
The writer is Free Press national
affairs columnist.
The thought police of the Ontario• .
Human Rights Commission are noth-:
ing, if not persistent. They are still:'
dogging Philippe Rushton, the psychology professor at the Universityof Western Ontario, more than three~
years after he scandalized conven-_
tional opinion with a paper, Evolutionary Biology And Inheritable'
Traits (with reference to Oriental-:
white-black differences).
.
When news of his ideas became:
public, an outraged former Ontario.
premier David Peterson insisted that
he should be fired from Western .
The university, to its credit,
refused to comply, citing academic freedom,
so the Peterson
government ordered 'the Ontario Provincial
Police to launch
an investigati on. It failed to
find evidence to
charge Rushton
with violating
the anti-hate
law provisions
of the Criminal The London Free Press
Code.
Undaunted ,
the Ontario Human Rights Commi ~ 
sion then entered the fray. The commission summoned Rushton on Aug~'
26, 1991, to explain why he should
not be fired for " infecting the learning environment at the Un iversity of
Western Ontario with academic rac-
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More than a year later, this action
is still pending. Meanwhile, Rushton
is still teaching at Western and still
publishing his controversial ideas.·

THOUGHT POLICE: While the thought '
police of Ontario dither, more and'
more academics are taking note 0'(
Rushton's ideas. Last vear, the Insti-
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tute for Scientific Information in
Philadelphia examined the published works of more than 100,000
scholars in 200 leading psychology
journals from 1986 through to th~
end of 1990. According to this study;.
Rushton published 27 papers during
this period and was cited 214 timei
- enough to rank him II th on the
institute's list of most-cited authol:s
in psychology.
In 1973, Rushton earned a PhD in.
psychology from the University of.
London . Last Nov. 18, he was awarded a higher doctorate (D.Sc.) degree
by this same world-renowned university for "original contributions to
the advancement of knowledge and
learning."
Much of the controversy surrounding Rushton relates to his views on
ethnic variations in average IQ
scores. A good overview 9f this issue
is presented in a recently published
book entitled: A Question Of lntelli c
gence : The IQ Debate In America.
The author, Daniel Seligman, is a
former senior editor with Time Inc.,
who writes a regular column for Fortune magazine and has had a longstanding interest in the lQ debate. He
points out that contrary to conven:
tional thinking reflected in the media, experts in IQ testing, " overwhelmingly believe that the tests caD
be thought of as good measures o.r
intelligence."
There is also general agreemen't
that average IQ scores vary signifi~
cantly among ethnic groups. Expert
debate surrounds the causes of these
differences: Seligman cites a recent
study of 661 IQ authorities which
found that more than half agree that
genetic factors are an important
determinant.

ENDORSES EUGENICS: SeligmaQ
goes on in his book to endorse the
kind of eugenics already practised al I
University Hospital in London thal
allows parents to " discard" pre-embryos with a genetic disposition te Ilow IQs. This is a monstrous perver,·
sion of medical science. It desecrates
the principle that all human life is
sacred, regardless of IQ, race or any
other consideration.
..
Does it follow that the state should
ban and burn Seligman's book?
.Should anyone who agrees with Se"
ligman be barred from teaching at
our universities?
Surely not. This is the approach Qf
dictatorial thought police.
.
Suppose the Ontario Human
Rights Commission succeeds in getting Rushton kicked out of the university. What will it do next to safeguard the campus from academic
racism: Burn his books arid
publications?
The greatest enemy of truth, the
most dangerous opponent of free·
dom ever to arise in Ontario is the
province's perversely named human •
rights commission. The sooner this
oppressive agency is abolished , the
bette~
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